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introduction to statistical machine learning

Thanks to self-supervised learning — unlabelled images, videos and other data — can now be trained seamlessly.

Top 8 resources to learn self-supervised learning in 2021

Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur (IIT-K) announced the introduction of new 4 year Bachelor of Science (BS) and 5-year Bachelor of Science-Master of Science (BS-MS) degree programs in.

IIT KANPUR INTRODUCES NEW BS AND BS-MS PROGRAMS IN STATISTICS AND DATA SCIENCE

Predicting material’s microstructure under novel processing conditions is essential in advanced manufacturing and materials science. This is because the material’s microstructure hugely influences the.

Machine learning-based microstructure prediction during laser sintering of alumina

The evolution of AI from theoretical concepts to machine logic to expert systems to machine learning to artificial neural networks and big data-based deep learning.

114 milestones in the history of artificial intelligence (ai)

Nvidia’s first project at Hinton’s lab was to use Deep Belief Networks to separate waveforms into speech from different speakers.

The secret life of Navdeep Jaitly: how this ex-Google brain researcher fell in love with algorithms

In this article, we provide a philosophical foundation for the claim that algorithmic decision-making gives rise to a "right to explanation." It is often said that, in the digital era, informed.

Why a right to an explanation of algorithmic decision-making should exist: a trust-based approach

Tokyo Tech launched its International Graduate Program (IGP) in October 2007 to provide opportunities for qualified international students with little or no knowledge of the Japanese language to.

Igp - international graduate program

Decades ago, Lean and Six Sigma laid the groundwork for continuous improvement methodologies in the process and discrete manufacturing industries. Much like the process operations that Lean and Six.

The future of lean: advanced analytics breathe new life into aging six sigma initiatives

Moreover, they are also of fundamental importance, e.g. for the understanding of fluidization of granular materials, of granular flow and behaviour under shear. Dilute

Ensembles, commonly referred to

Visual analysis of density and velocity profiles in dense 3d granular gases

Latest released the research study on Deep Learning In Computer Vision Market offers a detailed overview of the factors influencing the global business scope Deep Learning In Computer Vision Market.

deep learning in computer vision market is booming worldwide with key players: applariat, ibm

Latest released the research study on Global Artificial Intelligence in Marketing Market, offers a detailed overview of the factors influencing the global business scope. Artificial Intelligence in.

Artificial intelligence in marketing market is booming worldwide | Salesforce, IBM, NVIDIA

Latest released the research study on Global IT Infrastructure Management Tools Market offers a detailed overview of the factors influencing the global business scope IT Infrastructure Management.

IT infrastructure management tools market may see a big move | Major Giants IBM, Microsoft, Apple

DCU appoints two leading academics in the areas of plasma physics and computer science under the Senior Academic Leadership Initiative.

dcu appoints two leading academics in the areas of plasma physics and computer science under the senior academic leadership initiative

What’s Ahead in the Global Insurance Big Data Analytics Market? Benchmark yourself with strategic steps and conclusions recently published by AMA.

Insurance big data analytics market may set new growth story: Deloitte, Pegasystems, Verisk Analytics.

What’s Ahead in the Global Robotic Process Automation Market? Benchmark yourself with strategic steps and conclusions recently published by AMA.

Robotic process automation market to see huge growth by 2026 : kofax, ibm, sap

Final Report will add the analysis of the impact of COVID-19 on this industry. "Global "Supply Chain Analytics

Key trends of supply chain analytics market 2021|market share by business opportunities, market dynamics, growth size and estimate to 2026.

With just a few games left, has the Rookie of the Year race already been decided? Plus, we highlight two West rookies who could be postseason X factors, Ola Toppin’s struggles in New York, and Tyrese.